**Police Blotter**

(The Police Blotter is a report written to the Campus Patrol on all crimes, incidents and actions on the MIT campus each week.)

Valutka's jeans left unattended continue to disappear with disturbing regularity on the MIT campus. In one incident, a calculator left in an unlocked office for only a few moments had disappeared when the owner returned.

In a separate incident a wallet containing a checkbook and numerous identification cards was stolen from its resting place on a library table. The victim had been gone only long enough to pick up a magazine from a rack.

Still another wallet disappeared after being left in a handbag on an office desk. A credit card from the wallet was recovered later in the day by State Police at the scene of a crime committed in a North Shore suburb.

Thieves made off with equipment valued at well over $500 from the dormitory room of a student over the Christmas vacation. Included were a portable color TV, a complete stereo system, a typewriter, and two footlockers.

**classified advertising**

**LOST** — Orange bag full of rare frisbees bought by World Frisbee Champion. Large reward and no questions asked. Does include Red Lil Abner, Yellow Sailboat Satellites, J ► ► University, Stationary and Company

**MULBERRY TYPING STUDIO**

106 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, Ma. (In the Real Paper Office Bldg.)

Technical typing, theses, resumes, reports — and just plain typing too! Editing/Proofreading; Transcribing; 10c

**Tech Hi-fi's Annual Clearance Sale.**

It's Clearance time at Tech Hi-fi once again. And that's the best time and place to save on quality hi-fi components, accessories and complete music systems!

A gang of six hoodlums accosted a lone pedestrian around two in the morning last Sunday. He was beaten and robbed by the six, while one of them pinned his arms behind his back, rendering him defenseless. They then fled up Amherst Alley toward Mass. Ave.

Two students were apprehended in the early morning hours recently, while attempting to flee from an access-restricted Main Complex basement area, after breaking through a locked door connected to the complex alarm system wired directly to Campus Patrol Headquarters.

For rent:

1 bedroom apt. from $330; 2 bedroom apt. from $365; 3 bedroom from $455. Included: all utilities, wall-to-wall carpets, disposal, gas range, refrigerator; Covered parking; Cambridge Audio 2500 am/fm stereo receiver delivers a full 3 watts R.M.S. into g ohm loudspeakers at any frequency from 40 to 20,000 Hz. with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion. This is ample power to drive the wide range Small Advent acoustics. This is ample power to drive the wide range Small Advent acoustics.

**ADVENT Cambridge Audio**

For example, you can get a fine system with full-range Studio Design 15 loudspeakers, a versatile Concord CR-50 am/fm stereo receiver and a light-tracking BSR 2260X automatic turntable with a Shure magnetic cartridge for only S199.

**with distinguished components from Nikko, Microacoustics, Sansui, and Stanton, this $769 system has complete with a base, dust-cover and an excellent Stanton SOOEE magnetic cartridge.**

For a modern tea drinking wall, I bedroom apt., from S330: 2-bedroom from S365. Situated at the Charles River and skyline from our luxury apartments on Memorial Drive. The Cambridge Audio 2500 am/fm stereo receiver delivers a full 3 watts R.M.S. into g ohm loudspeakers at any frequency from 40 to 20,000 Hz. with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion. This is ample power to drive the wide range Small Advent acoustics. This is ample power to drive the wide range Small Advent acoustics.

**Clearance Specials.**

Pioneer SX-434 receiver .................. S159

Pioneer SX-535 receiver .................. S179

Pioneer SX-636 receiver .................. S269

Pioneer SX-737 receiver .................. S299

Sansui 331 receiver .................. S148.30

Sherwood 7110 receiver .................. S172.30

Sherwood 7210 receiver .................. S215.39

Sherwood 7310 receiver .................. S236.30

KLH 33 speakers (w/ & w/o stands) ... S124

TEAC A106 8-track tape recorder ........ S131.20

Dual 1226 turntable .................. S129

Dual 1278 turntable .................. S145

PLUS MANY MORE NEW, USED AND DEMO COMPONENTS.

**university**

**stationary**

**company**

311 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, Mass.

**OFFERS**

**10% DISCOUNT**

**or**

School & Office Supplies

*College ID Required*

Minimum purchase $50